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Amplification without inversion in a medium with collisional dephasing
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Amplification without inversion in the presence of collisions in V andL systems is studied within the
framework of density-matrix formalism. We show that while it is possible to achieve amplification without
inversion close to Raman resonance in both systems, it is affected by collisions in a different way. In the V
system, collisions enhance quantum interference, whereas in theL system they quench it. This effect depends
crucially on the collision characteristics, essentially on the relative values of the collisional relaxation rates for
the Raman coherence and for the optical coherences. For theL system, different incoherent pumping processes
are studied: pumping via the upper level and direct pumping between the two low-energy levels. The direct
pumping process is interesting for the frequency up-conversion of the coherent and incoherent pump fields.
Furthermore, with direct pumping the gain always occurs without inversion.@S1050-2947~99!09101-5#

PACS number~s!: 42.55.2f
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive recent studies of amplification and lasing wi
out inversion resulted in a good understanding of basic p
ciples and experimental verification of the main theoreti
predictions@1#. While the underlying mechanisms of amp
fication without inversion~AWI ! already seem to be we
understood, some of its aspects still require further stud
One example is a detailed understanding of the role of
lisions in AWI and in lasing without inversion~LWI !, be-
cause of their importance in any real experiment with a de
medium.

It is the aim of this paper to provide an analysis of t
dynamics of two basic three-level models of AWI-LWI, th
V and L schemes, subjected not only to coherent and in
herent pumps but also to elastic, dephasing collisions.
bring out the salient features of such a phase perturbation
neglect other possible effects of collisions on atoms, l
quenching and/or atomic velocity changes. Quenching co
sions could be trivially accounted for in our formalism b
appropriate additional terms in the relaxation constants
energy-state populations. The velocity-changing collisio
need not be considered when analyzing experiments
formed with an atomic beam or with trapped atoms.

Similar to an earlier paper on the V system@2#, our analy-
sis will be performed in the bare-state basis as well as in
dressed-state basis. The present paper, however, is a sub
tial extension of Ref.@2# as it concerns both V andL
schemes and takes into account an important additio
mechanism, i.e., dephasing collisions which are inevitabl
many practical situations. We will demonstrate that co
sions have a dramatic effect on AWI in the two schem
while collisionally established quantum interference play
very important role in the V system, surprisingly this is n
the case in theL scheme.

One of the main advantages, if not the principal adv
tage, of AWI-LWI mechanism over standard lasing mech
nisms is the possible frequency up-conversion. While it
generally realized that in AWI~LWI ! amplified ~generated!
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~1!/848~11!/$15.00
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radiation can have a frequency higher than the cohe
pump, the majority of previous models assumed that in
herent pumping supplies energy not smaller than that of
plified ~generated! photons. In this work, on the other han
when discussing various possibilities of incoherent pump
for the L scheme, we also consider a system with pump
which does not populate the upper state but couples the
energy levels directly. Such a process may lead to a
up-conversion with respect to coherent and incoher
pumps.

Our results are not limited only to collisional dephasin
Other phase-destroying processes, like phase diffusion o
coherent pump, could have an impact on AWI which sho
be described along similar lines as elastic collisions. In so
cases, effects due to finite laser linewidths due to phase
fusion can be modeled by appropriate substitution rules
the relaxation constants in a very similar way as for t
dephasing collisions@3#. Hence we hope that the prese
analysis could also be useful for many experiments on A
performed with nonmonochromatic lasers. For instan
there was recently much interest in experiments with c
atoms, including electromagnetically induced transpare
@4#. Though collisions are not very effective at low temper
ture, the effect of phase diffusion of light fields still could b
observed under such conditions.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we introdu
the formalism for the V system, calculate the probe be
absorption for various detailed conditions, and present ph
cal interpretation of the results. In particular, the role of c
lisionally assisted quantum interference is discussed in
tail. In Sec. III we adopt the formalism of Sec. II for theL
scheme, calculate the probe beam absorption, and ana
various possible schemes of incoherent pumping. We end
summarizing the results in Sec. IV.

II. AMPLIFICATION WITHOUT INVERSION
ASSISTED BY DEPHASING COLLISIONS IN A

THREE-LEVEL V SYSTEM

We consider a closed three-level V system consisting o
common ground levela and excited levelsb and b8. The
848 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 59 849AMPLIFICATION WITHOUT INVERSION IN A MEDIU M . . .
intense fieldE of frequencyv interacts with the atoms on th
a-b transition of frequencyv0 , and the weak probe fieldE8
of frequencyv8 interacts with the atoms on thea-b8 transi-
tion of frequencyv08 ~Fig. 1!.

The radiative lifetimes of the excited statesb andb8 are
1/G and 1/G8, respectively. Apart from radiative relaxation
the atoms are exposed to collisions. We assume that the
tive atoms are perturbed by a buffer gas and that collisi
are dephasing in nature, inducing a decay of the atomic
tical coherencesrba and rb8a and of the Raman coherenc
rbb8 , but not of the atomic state populations. The collision
contribution to the relaxation rate of the atomic state coh
ence between levelsi and j is denoted byg i j . Furthermore,
an incoherent pumping of levelb8 from level a is admitted
with a rateR8. We neglect any movement of atoms, a
therefore also the velocity changing collisions. For the ana
sis of such case we refer the readers to Ref.@5#.

The two light fields are detuned from resonances by qu
tities D5v2v0 andD85v82v08 . We assume thatuDu and
uD8u are much larger than the widthsG and G8, but uD
2D8u remains small compared touDu and uD8u. The differ-
ence of detuningsd5D2D8 is the detuning for the Rama
resonance between the two levelsb andb8 in the absence o
the pump fieldE. The resonant Rabi frequency associa
with the field E (E8) is defined as V5dE/\ (V8
5d8E8/\), whered (d8) is the matrix element of the elec
tric dipole momentD betweena and b (a and b8). V8 is
assumed to be much smaller thanuD8u andG8.

We have studied the probe beam absorption per atom,a9,
under these conditions. The calculations are carried out u
the standard density-matrix approach to all orders inE and to
the first order inE8. We have shown that AWI can occur i
a V system in the presence of the dephasing collisions. In
perturbative limit (V!uDu), we have given a physical inter
pretation for the gain mechanism.

A. Density-matrix approach

1. Probe transmission through a driven V system

The master equation for the case studied is

d

dt
r5

1

i\
@H01HI1HI8 ,r#1H dr

dt J , ~1!

with

FIG. 1. Scheme of the energy levels of the V system~see the
text for notation!.
ac-
s

p-

l
r-

-

n-

d

ng

e

H05\v0ub&^bu1\v08ub8&^b8u,

HI52 1
2 \V~e2 ivtub&^au1eivtua&^bu!, ~2!

HI852 1
2 \V8~e2 iv8tub8&^au1eiv8tua&^b8u!.

In Eq. ~1!, term $ dr/dt % describes the relaxation an
incoherent pumping of the populations@Eqs. ~3!# and the
coherences@Eqs.~4!# of the density matrixr:

H d

dt
rbbJ 52Grbb ,

H d

dt
rb8b8J 52G8rb8b81R8~raa2rb8b8!, ~3!

H d

dt
raaJ 52R8~raa2rb8b8!1Grbb1G8rb8b8 ,

H d

dt
r i j J 52G i j r i j , ~4!

with

Gba5~G1R8!/21gba ,

Gb8a5G8/21R81gb8a , ~5!

Gbb85~G1G81R8!/21gbb8 .

To simplify the calculations we assume that the pressu
dependent contributions to the overall relaxation ra
gab , gab8, andgbb8 are real. Then we can write

gab5bp,

gab85b8p, ~6!

gbb85~b1b82g!p,

where p is the buffer gas pressure andg is limited to the
range 0<g<2Abb8 @6#. It is important to notice that due to
the minus sign in the last of Eqs.~6!, elastic dephasing col
lisions do not always increase relaxation of the Raman
herencerbb8 . In particular, whenb5b8 andg has its maxi-
mum value, the collisional contribution to the relaxation ra
of rbb8 is zero. This has profound consequences for elec
magnetically induced transparency and amplification with
inversion of the systems considered in this paper. Below,
perform our calculations forb5b8 and study two limiting
casesg50 andg52b. Wheng50, the Raman coherenc
rbb8 is destroyed just as the optical coherencesrab andrab8,
and this case is referred to as the case of collisional dep
ing of the Raman coherence, whereas forg52b the rate
gbb8 is null and the coherencerbb8 not affected by collisions
~in this case there is no collisional dephasing of the Ram
coherence!. The assumptionb5b8 is just for the sake of
simplicity, and by no means limits the applicability of ou
treatment. The specific value ofg, on the other hand, de
pends on the particular collisional perturbations of the giv
atomic states. The more closely the wave functions of sta
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b andb8 resemble each other, the closer the value ofg is to
its maximum, 2Abb8. Cases of a very weak collisiona
dephasing of the Raman coherence are quite frequent, e.
the cases of Zeeman coherences, as demonstrated in nu
ous Hanle-effect and pressure-induced-extra-resonance
periments@7#.

In the absence of the probe fieldE850, the zero-order
solutionsr (0) of the master equation are

raa
~0!5

A~11s/2!

11s/2~11A!
,

rbb
~0!5

As/2

11s/2~11A!
, ~7!

rb8b8
~0!

5
~12A!~11s/2!

11s/2~11A!
,

rba
~0!5

iV

2@Gba2 iD#
~raa

~0!2rbb
~0!!e2 ivt, ~8!

with

A512B85
R81G8

2R81G8
~9!

and

s5
Gba

G

V2

D21Gba
2

. ~10!

A is the population of the ground statea, B8 is the popula-
tion of level b8 in the absence of the intense field (E50),
ands is the saturation parameter.

To first order in the probe field amplitudeE8, the density
matrix can be written asr (0)1r (1), wherer (1) is linear in
E8. The master equation@Eq. ~1!# for r (1) then becomes

d

dt
r~1!5

1

i\
@H01HI ,r~1!#1

1

i\
@HI8 ,r~0!#1H d

dt
r~1!J . ~11!

We are particularly interested in coherencerb8a
(1) , which

gives the linear probe absorption. Solving Eq.~11! we ob-
tain, in the steady state,

rb8a
~1!

52
V8

2D̃8d̃R
F ~raa

~0!2rb8b8
~0!

!d̃1~raa
~0!2rbb

~0!!
V2

4D̃*
G e2 iv8t,

~12!

with

D̃5D1 iGba , ~12a!

D̃85D81 iGb8a , ~12b!

d̃5d2 iGbb8 , ~12c!

d̃R5S d1
V2

4D̃
D 2 iGbb8 . ~12d!
, in
er-

ex-

Quantitiesd̃ andd̃R are the resonant denominators for t
Raman resonance between levelsb andb8 in the absence and
in presence of the driving fieldE, respectively. In the limit
considered in this paper,uDu,uD8u@Gba ,Gb8a ,udu, and in the
perturbative limitV!uDu we find d̃R'd82 iGbb8 with d8
5d1 V2/4D.

The absorption of the probe field per atom,a9, is related
to rb8a

(1) :

a95Im
G8

V8
rb8a

~1! eiv8t. ~13!

Equations~12! and~13! are valid whatever the respectiv
values ofG8 andG are. In the following we distinguish two
cases: the first case, when levelb8 is much longer living than
level b, G8!G (G851023G), is called the metastableb8
case; the second case, when the lifetimes are equal,G85G,
is called the short-livingb8 case.

2. Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)

We first study the situation without incoherent pumpi
(R850), i.e., when all the atoms are initially in the groun
state in the absence of any coherent field.

~a! Metastable b8 case (G8!G): In Figs. 2 and 3 the
frequency dependences ofa9 versusD8 are presented for
D520G. Figure 2 applies to the case of no collision
dephasing of the Raman coherenceg52b, i.e., gbb850. It
should be noticed in this figure that a dispersive feature
pears in the absorption coefficient around the Raman re
nance D5D8, resulting in a reduction of the absorptio
~EIT! for d8.0 ~whenD.0). A similar dependence ofa9
versusd8 has been predicted in other papers on collisio
effects in three-level systems@6,8#. It has also been predicte
for the case without collisions, but then the presence of
intense field increases overall absorption even in the m
mum of the dispersive shape@2#. Figure 3 applies to the cas
of collisional dephasing of the Raman coherence,g50. This

FIG. 2. Metastableb8 case:G851023G. Probe absorption co-
efficient vs the probe detuningD8/G for three values ofV/G ~0, 3,
and 5! and no incoherent pumping. Pump detuningD520G. This
figure is drawn for collisional dephasing of optical coherencesbp
5b8p50.1G and no collisional destruction of the Raman cohe
ence (g52b).
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time, absorption is modified around the Raman resona
but a9 does not depend on the sign ofd8 and increases with
V.

~b! Short-living b8 case (G85G): Without collisions,
only an independent ofd8 decrease of the absorption can
observed for theG85G case, as shown in Fig. 4 for th
pump detuningD520G. Recall that, for the metastableb8
case, under the same collisionless conditions, a disper
feature is observed around the Raman resonance@2#. The
presence of collisions causes that this dispersive feature
pears also forG85G. In Fig. 5 we present a variation ofa9
around the Raman resonance, assuming a collisional dep
ing of optical coherences but no collisional dephasing of
Raman coherence. We observe a dispersive feature o
amplitude comparable to the linear absorption, and that
presence of the intense beam reduces absorption ford8.0
and leads to EIT. In cases wheng takes some value betwee
the two limits (g50 andg52Abb8), the Raman resonanc
of a9 takes some intermediate form corresponding to
duced EIT.

FIG. 3. Same parameters as in Fig. 2, but for equal dephasin
the optical and Raman coherences (g50).

FIG. 4. Short-livingb8 case:G85G. Probe absorption in the
absence of collisions vs detuningD8/G for two values ofV/G ~3
and 5! and no incoherent pumping; pump detuningD520G.
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3. Amplification without inversion in the bare-state basis

To obtain not merely transparency of the medium, b
some gain, incoherent pumping of levelb8 must be presen
(R8Þ0).

~a! Metastable b8 case(G8!G): The pump beam detun
ing D is set to 20G, and we plota9 versusD8 for the pump
intensity V56G and for a varied initial populationB8 of
level b8 ~Fig. 6!. Optical coherences are destroyed by co
sions, but the Raman coherence is not. We search for
amplification of the probe beam, i.e., for negativea9. In-
deed, when we increase the initial populationB8 of level b8
over a certain threshold, an amplification occurs. ForV
56G this threshold value isBth8 56.2731023. The condition
Bth8 !1 clearly indicates amplification without inversion i
the bare-atom basis.

of FIG. 5. Short-livingb8 case:G85G. Probe absorption in the
presence of collisions (bp5b8p50.5G) vs detuningD8/G for
three values ofV/G ~0, 3, and 5!, no incoherent pumping (R8
50), pump detuningD520G, and no collisional destruction of the
Raman coherence (g52b).

FIG. 6. Metastableb8 case:G851023G. Probe absorption vs
detuningD8/G in the presence of collisions (bp5b8p50.1G) and
for no collisional destruction of the Raman coherence (g52b);
V56G andD520G. The effect of incoherent pumping is shown
the curves are drawn for the population of levelb8 incremented
from 6.231023 ~uppermost! to 6.331023 ~lowest!, with a step of
231025. There is gain forB8.Bth8 56.2731023.
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852 PRA 59PINARD, WA̧SIK, GAWLIK, AND ZACHOROWSKI
~b! Short-living b8 case(G85G): In this case a highe
pump detuning and higher Rabi frequency are required
achieve gain without inversion for a small initial populatio
in level b8. The parametersD535G andV513G are taken
to plot absorption~Fig. 7! and, again, the initial population
B8 of the levelb8 is varied. Optical coherences have col
sional relaxation ratesb8p5bp5G, and no dephasing o
the Raman coherence is assumed. Gain without inversio
the bare-state basis is obtained in the presence of collisi
this time even for a broader detuning range than in the p
viously described metastable case.

4. Amplification without inversion in the dressed-state basis

It is interesting to check whether the gain discussed ab
also occurs without population inversion in the dressed-a
basis. The eigenstates of the dressed-atom Hamiltonian@9# in
a given multiplicity are denotedu1,N,N8&, u2,N,N8&, and
u3,N,N8& and are linear combinations of the bare-atom sta
u i ,N,N8&, where i 5a, b, b8 and N (N8) is the number of
photons in the mode of the pump~probe! beam. In the per-
turbative limit,V!uDu, and forD.0 the dressed eigenstate
are expressed in terms of bare states as

u1,N,N8&5ua,N,N8&1
V

2D
ub,N21,N8&

1
V8

2D8
ub8,N,N821&,

u2,N,N8&52
V

2D
ua,N,N8&1 ub,N21,N8&, ~14!

u3,N,N8&5 2
V8

2D8
ua,N,N8&1 ub8,N,N821&.

FIG. 7. Short-livingb8 case:G85G. Probe absorption vs detun
ing D8/G in the presence of collisions (bp5b8p5G) and for no
collisional destruction of the Raman coherence (g52b); V513G
and D535G. The effect of incoherent pumping is shown: th
curves are drawn for the population of levelb8 incremented from
6.831022 ~uppermost! to 7.831022 ~lowest!, with a step of 2
31023. The gain occurs forB8.Bth8 57.4831022.
to
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The energies of the dressed-atom levels inside the m
plicity are then, respectively, equal to

Eu1,N,N8&5\S Nv1N8v81
V2

4D
D ,

Eu2,N,N8&5\S ~N21!v1N8v81v02
V2

4D
D , ~15!

Eu3,N,N8&5\„Nv1~N821!v81v08….

The difference of energy~in \ units! between levels
u1,N,N8& andu3,N,N8& is nearly equal toD8, and the differ-
ence between the levelsu3,N,N8& and u2,N,N& is nearly
equal tod85d1V2/4D (V!uDu). In the situation consid-
ered here,u3,N,N8& and u2,N,N8& are nearly degenerate.

Since the amplification of the probe beam can be att
uted to the Raman process starting from levelu3,N,N8& and
ending in levelu2,N,N8&, with stimulated emission of a pho
ton v8 and absorption of a photonv, amplification without
inversion occurs in the dressed-state basis if populationp3
of level u3,N,N8& is smaller thanp2, the population of level
u2,N,N8&. To calculatep2 it is necessary to calculate th
pumping term due to collisions. We assume that befor
collision the atom is in stateu1,N,N8&, which corresponds to
the ground state, and we want to calculate the state of
atom after the collision. In the impact limit, the effect of th
collision is just the dephasing of the amplitude of ea
atomic state@10,11#, so that after the collision, the dresse
atom is in the stateuCc& equal to

uCc& 5 ua,N,N8&1e2 iF
V

2D
ub,N21,N8&

1e2 iF8
V8

2D8
ub8,N,N821&. ~16!

State uCc& differs from u1,N,N8&, in particular there is
some probability of finding the atom in stateu2,N,N8&. The
pumping rate due to collisions is equal to^R22&, the average
of R225 z^2,N,N8uCc& z2 over all possible collisions. Forgab
real, this rate is equal tôR22&5 (V2/2D2)gab . The total
pumping rate is then given by the sum of^R22& and the term
G(V/2D)4 which is due to the radiative cascade fromu1,N
11,N8& to u2,N,N8&. Becausep1'1, p2, the population of
level u2,N,N8& is almost equal to (V2/2D2)(bp/G)
1(V/2D)4 andp3'B8. Thus amplification occurs withou
inversion if we have

B8<
V2

2D2

bp

G
1S V

2D D 4

. ~17!

For the conditions of Fig. 6,p2 is equal to 531023,
which means that, according to Eq.~17!, gain occurs with
inversion in the dressed-atom basis. For a higher pump
tensity V58G, the amplification threshold value isBth8
53.8831023, population p2 is equal to 9.631023, and
thus gain occurs without inversion. Similarly, for the cond
tions of Fig. 7 (bp5G), p2 is equal to 731022, the thresh-
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old populationBth8 57.4831022, and we observe gain with
inversion, however, already forbp51.3G, p2 increases to
9.131022 whereasBth8 58.9231022, and this is the case o
gain without inversion also in the dressed-state basis.

B. Physical interpretation

1. Amplification

We first consider the process in which the probe beam
amplified. In the bare-state basis, this process correspon
the stimulated Raman transition fromb8 to b followed by the
spontaneous emission of a photonv0 on the transition from
b to a. In the dressed-state basis the same process c
sponds to the transition fromu3,N,N8& to u1,N21,N8&, con-
nected with the spontaneous emission of a photonv0. For
V8!V, the gain connected with this process for a sin
atom in theb8 state is

again9 5S V

D D 2 G G8

4d821G2
. ~18!

2. Absorption

There are several processes which lead to absorptio
light of a given frequency. The first process is the resid
linear absorption of a far-detuned light~Rayleigh scattering
process! with the single-atom absorption coefficient

aRayleigh9 5S G8

D
D 2

. ~19!

There are two absorption processes aided by collisio
The first one, represented in Fig. 8~a! in the bare-state basis
corresponds to a direct collisional excitation of levelb8 with
absorption of a photonv8. In the dressed-atom basis th
same process corresponds to the collisionally induced tra
tion from u1,N,N8& to u3,N,N8&. There is a second proces
which corresponds to the collisionally aided excitation
level b, followed by a two-photon transition fromb to b8
@Fig. 8~b!#. In the dressed-atom basis this corresponds t
collisional transfer from levelu1,N,N8& to level u2,N,N8&,
followed by a transition fromu2,N,N8& to u3,N,N8& due to

FIG. 8. ~a! Direct collisional excitation of levelb8 with absorp-
tion of a photon of the probe field.~b! Collisional excitation of level
b followed by a two-photon transition fromb to b8.
is
to

re-

e

of
l

s.

si-

f

a

coupling with the probe field. The transition amplitude of t
second process has a Raman resonance when the two l
u2,N,N8& and u3,N,N8& have the same energy, i.e., ford8
50. Since the quantum states of the two fields and the
ternal degrees of freedom are the same in the initial and fi
states for the two pathways of Fig. 8, one must consider
possibility of interference when calculating the total tran
tion probability. As the atom undergoing collision is not is
lated, this must also involve its external degrees of freed
in particular the kinetic energy exchanged between the ac
atom and its collision partner@8#. In the first pathway the
energy received by the atom is equal toEu3,N,N8&
2Eu1,N,N8& . In the second pathway, which involves photo
of an intense field, the atom receives an energy equa
Eu2,N,N8&2Eu1,N,N8& . In order to have the same exchange
kinetic energy for each pathway, we must haveEu2,N,N8&
5Eu3,N,N8& , i.e., d850. In that way the independent cond
tions for interference and the Raman transition happen to
the same.

These two pathways, which have comparable amplitu
for V2/GD'1, must be included in a calculation of the tot
transition amplitude. The transition probability for a give
collision is then equal to the square of the modulus of
sum of the amplitudes associated with each pathway.
total single-atom coefficient of absorption aided by collisio
is obtained by summing such transition probability over
collisions, and by normalizing the result to the photon flu
We find

acoll9 5
2G8

D
S b8p

D
1

V4

4D2~4d821G2!

bp

D

2
V2d8

D~4d821G2!

gp

D D . ~20!

The comparison between the nonlinear cross section
tained in the radiative limit@2# and the preceding resu
shows that the process induced by collision dominates o
the purely radiative processes ifV2/(4D2)!bp/G. In the
following, we will assume that this condition is fulfilled, an
will call this casethe collisional limit. The last term in the
above expression, proportional tod8 and gp, results from
the interference between the pathways of Fig. 8.

3. Outcome: Amplification without inversion

We now calculate the average absorption in the case w
a small fractionB8 of all atoms (B8!1) is pumped into the
level b8 and the rest remains in statea. In the collisional
limit this is

a95aRayleigh9 1acoll9 2B8again9 , ~21!

a95H S G8

D
D 2

1
2G8b8p

D2
1S V

D D 2

GG8

V2

2D2

bp

G
2B8

4d821G2

2S V

D D 2 2G8d8gp

D~4d821G2!
J . ~22!
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All the terms in this equation have a simple interpretatio
the first one corresponds to the Rayleigh scattering, the
ond one corresponds to the linear absorption aided by c
sion @Fig. 8~a!#, and the third one corresponds to the Ram
process between the dressed-atom levels, the numerato
ing the difference between the population of the le
u2,N,N8& ~the dressed level associated with levelb), which
is equal to (V2/2D2) (bp/G) ~in the collisional limit!, and
the population of the levelb8, which is equal toB8. When
(V2/2D2) (bp/G),B8, the Raman process leads to ampli
cation of the probe beam. The third, Raman term, howe
is not the only relevant contribution around the Raman re
nance. An important role is also played by the last term
Eq. ~26!, resulting from the collisionally induced quantu
interference, and having a dispersive line shape. Whengp
Þ0, the absorption is reduced forDd8.0, and amplification
can occur even if there is no population inversion. The l
term is most important when there is no collisional deph
ing of the Raman coherence, i.e., wheng takes its largest
possible value,g52Abb8. However, even for other, inter
mediate, values ofg, the role of collisionally induced quan
tum interference terms in Eqs.~20! and~22! is not negligible.

We have thus shown that amplification can be achie
when a small fraction of the atoms is pumped in levelb8.
This amplification occurs for large detunings and close to
Raman resonance. There is a range of parameters wher
amplification occurs without inversion either in the bare-st
basis or in the dressed-state basis. Using an approach si
to the one used in the radiative case@2#, we have related this
amplification without inversion to a destructive interferen
between two absorption pathways induced by collisions.

III. AMPLIFICATION WITHOUT INVERSION
IN THE PRESENCE OF COLLISIONS

IN A THREE-LEVEL L SYSTEM

In this section we discuss conditions of amplificati
without inversion in a three-level,L-like system ~Fig. 9!
consisting of two ground levelsb andb8 and an excited leve
a. The atomic system interacts with an intense pump beaE
on the b-a transition, and with a probe beamE8 on the
coupledb8-a transition. The field detunings are defined as
the V case. The atoms can decay from statea to b and from
a to b8 by spontaneous emission with rates equal, resp

FIG. 9. Scheme of the energy levels of theL system~the nota-
tion is defined in the text!.
:
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tively, to G and G8, and there is an incoherent pumpin
process with rateR (R8) from stateb (b8) to the excited
state and/or directly between statesb and b8 with rate r .
Similarly to the V scheme, we neglect velocity effects.

Such a configuration with two coherent fields,r 50, and
no dephasing collisions was considered by Imamoglu, Fi
and Harris@12# who showed that AWI is possible for certai
values of the parameters. Agarwal@13#, Lounis and Cohen-
Tannoudji @14#, and Cohen-Tannoudji, Zambon, and Ar
mondo@15# gave a physical interpretation of the mechanis
responsible for AWI in this configuration. They showed th
in the system of Fig. 9, gain is due to a destructive interf
ence between two absorption amplitudes of the probe fi
associated with the transitions between stateb8 and two
states of the atom dressed by theE field. The gain is due to
a stimulated Raman process between the two differe
populated ground levels, the difference of population be
caused by the asymmetry between the population and
population rates ofb andb8.

We study EIT and AWI in theL system in the off-
resonant case, and show how collisions destroy the inter
ence, which is the essence of the observed amplification.
show, nevertheless, that close to the Raman resonance,
without inversion in the bare- and dressed-state bases is
possible in the presence of collisions.

We consider various models of the incoherent proces
First we concentrate on the case analyzed in Ref.@12#, with
incoherent pumping onb-a and b8-a transitions. Then we
consider other incoherent population schemes, in partic
pumping via a fourth level in a double-L system, and direct
transfer of population between levelsb andb8, which can be
accomplished either by magnetic dipole transitions or non
diatively. The interest of such pumping schemes consist
the use of low-energy incoherent pumping. This allows e
ergy up-conversion with respect to both coherent and in
herent pumping processes. The calculations are carried o
the density-matrix approach.

A. Density-matrix evolution

The evolution of the density matrix in theL configuration
is deduced from Eq.~1!, given above for the V configuration
by changing the signs ofv, v8, v0 , andv08 . In this opera-

tion the complex detuningsD̃, D̃8, and d̃ are changed into
the opposite of their conjugate. Term$ dr/dt % describes the
relaxation and incoherent pumping of the populations a
coherences:

H d

dt
raaJ 52~G1G8!raa1R~rbb2raa!1R8~rb8b82raa!,

H d

dt
rbbJ 5Graa2R~rbb2raa!2r ~rbb2rb8b8!, ~23!

H d

dt
rb8b8J 5G8raa2R8~rb8b82raa!1r ~rbb2rb8b8!,

H d

dt
r i j J 52G i j r i j , ~24!

with
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Gab5~G1G812R1R81r !/21bp,

Gab85~G1G81R12R81r !/21b8p, ~25!

Gbb85~R1R812r !/21~b1b82g!p.

In the above equations, both the rates included in the mo
of Ref. @12# (R, R8) and in the direct pumping model (r ) are
taken into account. Solving for optical coherencerb8a

(1) , in
the L system we obtain

rab8
~1!

52
V8

2D̃8d̃R
F ~rb8b8

~0!
2raa

~0!!d̃1~rbb
~0!2raa

~0!!
V2

4D̃*
G e2 iv8t

~26!

with the notation defined in Eq.~12!.

B. Electromagnetically induced transparency

In the absence of a probe beam but in the presence o
intense beam, atomic populations depend on pumping
relaxation processes. In the case considered here, in the
ence of an intense beam but for no incoherent pumpingR
5R85r 50), all the atoms are in levelb8: rb8b8

(0)
51, raa

(0)

5rbb
(0)50. Consequently,rab8

(1) is equal to

rab8
~1!

52
V8

2D̃8d̃R

d̃ e2 iv8t. ~27!

If we explicitly write d̃5 d̃R2V2/4D̃8 in the preceding for-
mula, the optical coherence can be expressed as the su
two terms:

rab8
~1!

52S V8

2D̃8
2

V8V2

8~D̃8!2d̃R
D e2 iv8t. ~28!

Similarly to Ref. @14#, the first term in Eq.~28! can be
attributed to the direct Rayleigh process, and the second
to the Raman transition between levelsb8 andb displaced by
the presence of the intense beam, followed by theb-a tran-
sition. In the absence of collisions (p50) and for Raman
resonance (D5D8), d̃ is equal to zero; hence, in view of Eq
~27!, coherencerab8

(1)
50. The curves of Fig. 10 showa9 as a

function of D8 for G850.5G, D51.5G, andV50.3G. The
solid curve corresponds top50. As expected, absorptio
disappears at the Raman resonance due to the destru
interference between two quantum pathways. The das
curve in Fig. 10 shows the effect of dephasing collisio
which affect both the optical and Raman coherence (bp
5b8p5631023G, and g50). Absorption is positive for
any value ofd in the presence of collisions. We define th
effective excitation rate from levelb as Gp5 1

2 sG. For the
values of the parameters of Fig. 10, the collision rate is m
smaller thanG, but is comparable toGp51.231022G. Thus
the Rayleigh process is not affected by collisions, but
Raman contribution is reduced, because the relaxation
Gbb8 is different from zero and of the order ofGp . Conse-
quently, the fully destructive interference between the t
contributions cannot occur on Raman resonance. On
other hand, if there is no collisional influence on the Ram
el
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coherence (g52b), the absorption curve does not diffe
from the case without collisions. This shows clearly that t
effect of collisions on the electromagnetically induced tra
parency depends critically on the value ofg, similarly to the
case of V system analyzed above.

C. Amplification without inversion—no collisions, different
pumping schemes

The probe-beam absorption coefficienta9, corresponding
to the model of Ref.@12#, i.e., for r 50, RÞ0, andR8Þ0, is
presented in Fig. 11~a!, and the results for the alternativ
direct pumping processR5R850 andrÞ0 are presented in
Fig. 11~d!. As can be seen by a comparison of these plo
the process of direct pumping yields gain comparable to
case of pumping via statea.

We find it instructive to expand the gain curves of Fi
11~a! into the purely absorptive contributionaabs9 }(rb8b8
2raa) and the one due to the Raman scatteringaRaman9
}(rbb2raa). In Figs. 11~b! and 11~c!, we present such an
expansion forV5G and V54G. The two contributions to
the total absorptiona9 have their extreme values at differe
frequencies: the gain is centered on the real part ofd̃R @ver-
tical lines in Figs. 11~b!, 11~c!, 11~e!, and 11~f!#, whereas the
absorption contribution is given by a slightly asymmetric
curve. The asymmetry has its origin in the destructive int
ference which reduces the absorption at some intermed
frequency betweenv1 andv2, wherev1,2 are frequencies of
the transitions betweenb8 and the statesu1,N& and u2,N&,
dressed by the strong fieldE. For D.0, these dressed state
are equal to

u1,N&5cosS w

2 D ua,N&1sinS w

2 D ub,N11&,

~29!

u2,N& 52sinS w

2 D ua,N&1cosS w

2 D ub,N11&,

FIG. 10. Probe absorption vs detuningD8/G in the L system
without collisions~solid line! and with collisions~dashed line;bp
5b8p5631023G, andg50). V50.3G andD51.5G. In the ab-
sence of collisions, the absorption decreases to zero for the Ra
resonance condition,D5D8. In the case of collisions that do no
dephase the Raman coherence (g52b), the absorption curve doe
not differ from the collisionless case.
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FIG. 11. Probe absorption vs detuningD8/G for D55G andG850.5G, and for different incoherent pumping schemes. Plots~a!, ~b!, and
~c! are drawn for pumping via the upper state withR5R850.1G andr 50, whereas plots~d!, ~e!, and~f! refer to direct incoherent pumping
with R5R850 andr 50.1G. Plots~a! and~d! show dependences of thea9(D8) curves onV, plots~b! and~e! present expansions ofa9 into
aabs9 (D8) andaRaman9 (D8) for V5G, and plots~c! and~f! show the same forV54G. For V5G when pumping via the upper state@plot ~b!#,
the net gain is dominated by the Raman gainwith inversionbetweenb andb8, and there is no gain when pumping directly@plot ~e!#. For
V54G in both pumping schemes@plots ~c! and~f!# the gain is weaker than in plot~b!, but is inversionlessand centered at some frequenc
betweenv1 andv2 ~see text!, rather than on the Raman resonance.
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is
whereN is the number of photons of theE field, andw is
defined by tanw5V/D. Here we neglect the effect of dres
ing by theE8 field sinceE8!E.

WhenV increases, the splitting between the dressed st
increases, and the whole gain curveaRaman9 shifts toward
larger values ofD8. There is also a shift of the intermedia
frequency at which absorptionaabs9 is minimal, but this shift
es

is different from the gain curve shift. This difference resu
in the asymmetry of the net gaina9, e.g., forV54G in Fig.
11~c!. For still higherV the gain contribution decreases. Th
can be explained by the effect of optical pumpingb→a
→b8 by the driving field which empties theb state and popu-
lates theb8 state with a rate proportional toGp and hence
increases the absorptionaabs9 for high V.
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In the case of direct pumping@Figs. 11~d!–11~f!# the ab-
sorption contributionaabs9 , shown in Figs. 11~e! and 11~f!,
remains large, because, in contrast to the previous case
coherent pumping is not able to deplete theb8 level below
B850.5. It can also be noted that the gain contribution
similar in both cases.

We have investigated the dependence of the maxim
possible gain on the driving field Rabi frequency and det
ing for the two pumping mechanisms. In Figs. 12~a! ~pump-
ing via the upper state! and 12~b! ~direct pumping! we plot
these dependences in the form of contour plots. For e
point of these plots the probe-beam frequency is chose
maximize the gain~gain maxima correspond to the minim
of absorption in Fig. 11!.

The whole area of Figs. 12~a! and 12~b! is inversionless if
one considers inversion just between statesb8 anda. In fact,
since it is the two-photon Raman transition that is resp
sible for gain, it is more appropriate to consider a differe
criterion of inversion than in the earlier parts of this wor
We take the ratio between population ofb8 and the sum of

FIG. 12. Map of maximum gain (31023) depending on the
detuning and Rabi frequency of the driving field forG850.5G and
for different pumping schemes:~a! represents pumping via the up
per state withR5R850.1G andr 50 @as in Figs. 11~a!–11~c!#. The
shadowed area corresponds to the casewith inversionbetween state
b8 and other states,rb8b8,0.5. ~b! refers to direct incoheren
pumping with R5R850 and r 50.1G @as in Figs. 11~d!–11~f!#,
where all gain~negativea9) is inversionless.
in-
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t

populations ofa andb. The same ratio is obtained when on
considers inversion between stateb8 and dressed statesu1,N&
and u2,N& @Eqs. ~29!#. For a negligible population of stat
u1,N&, the inversion criterion is the same as of the V schem
In Fig. 12~a! the limiting value ofrb8b850.5 is marked by a
solid line, and the part of the plot which corresponds to
inversion, rb8b8,raa1rbb , is grayed out. For incoheren
transfer via another excited levela8, which also forms aL
system with theb and b8 states, but lies lower thana
~double-L scheme! the contour plots are very similar to thos
of Fig. 12~a!, so we do not display them here.

In Fig. 12~b! ~direct ground state pumping!, one can no-
tice that the standard Raman gain, associated with inver
rb8b8,rbb1raa , is absent; hence the whole gain area
inversionless. There is also another, qualitative differe
between Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!: in Fig. 12~b! the area of the
largest amplification is centered aroundD50 for relatively
small Rabi frequency (V'1.4G). This can be explained by
the properties of the interference mechanism in the abs
tion profile: the generalized Rabi frequencyAV21D2 must
not be too large, otherwise the dressed states are split to
and there is no interference~in the former, Raman, case, th
interference plays no such crucial role, so the gain can a
be achieved at large Rabi frequencies!.

FIG. 13. Probe absorption vs probe detuning in the presenc
collisions for D55G, V53G, and G850.5G, and different inco-
herent pumping schemes:~a! Pumping via the upper state wit
R5R850.1G, andr 50 @as in Figs. 11~a!–11~c!#; ~b! direct inco-
herent pumping withR5R850 and r 50.1G @as in Figs. 11~d!–
11~f!#.
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D. Amplification without inversion—influence of collisions

Similarly to the V scheme, we have investigated the
fluence of the dephasing collisions on the amplification in
L system. In this case, however, no principally interest
features appear with respect to the V system. The collisi
that destroy only the optical coherences~but not the Raman
rbb8 coherence! cause only a small change of amplificatio
even if the collision ratebp is comparable with the width o
level a ~Fig. 13!. This collisional gain reduction is larger fo
pumping via the upper state@Fig. 13~a!#, but very small for
direct pumping@Fig. 13~b!#. In both cases collisions shift th
frequency of maximum gain toward smallerD8. The gain
vanishes completely when collisions also destroy the Ram
coherence (g50), so thatgbb8 becomes of the order ofGp .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that under conditions of elastic dephas
collisions, AWI can be achieved in V andL systems, deter-
mined the conditions under which this is possible, and d
cussed detailed relevant mechanisms. We analyzed the
resonant situation, where gain occurs close to the Ra
resonance. In the presence of incoherent pumping the
can be without inversion due to the destructive quantum
terference in absorption. The criteria of inversion are d
cussed in the bare-atom basis as well as the dressed-
basis.

In both systems dephasing collisions, in general, red
the gain, with an efficiency which is controlled by the valu
of the pressure-related relaxation coefficientsb, b8, andg.
Nevertheless, we found profound differences between the
fect of collisions on the V andL systems. For example, i
the short-livingb8 case (G85G) of the V system and when
g52b52b8, AWI is possible in the presence of collision
for low values ofV. Without collisions, as shown in Ref.@2#,
this occurs only for the metastableb8 case (G8!G). Addi-
tionally, in the V system the gain, which without collision
p

a-
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-

-
e
g
s

n

g

-
ff-

an
in
-
-
om

e

f-

was associated with inversion, becomes inversionless
presence of collisions. This indicates that collisionally a
sisted quantum interference of various absorption chan
plays an important role in such lasing systems, similarly
earlier described pressure-induced extra resonances@7#.

When g52b52b8, i.e., for dephasing collisions which
destroy only the optical coherences and do not contribut
the relaxation of the Raman coherence, and whenbp be-
comes comparable to the total relaxation rates of optical
herences, the effect of collisions is more important for
systems than forL systems.

Since, in the three-level systems considered in this pa
it is the Raman scattering that is responsible for the gain,
upper-state population plays an entirely different role than
standard lasing systems. In particular, its population does
directly influence the gain. Theb8-b flow of population, nec-
essary for sustaining the gain in theL system, need not be
via the upper levela, but via any of lower-lying excited
levels, or even direct. This is of considerable practical i
portance for achieving frequency up-conversion with resp
to both coherent and incoherent pumps, i.e., the situa
when each of the pumps has an energy lower than the
plified radiation. We have shown that these low-ener
pumping configurations indeed yield gain, which turns out
be inversionless for any values of relevant parameters
should be remembered that such a possibility of incohe
pumping by using routes other than levela has also been
noticed by other authors@16#, but, as far as we know, its
practical potentials for frequency up-conversion of incoh
ent optical pumping have not been appreciated so far.
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